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are any worse than the English or the Italians are any
worse. We are all tarred with the same brush; we are
all members of the vast human family. I decline to draw
any distinctions. I cannot claim any superiority for Indians.
We have the same virtues and the same vices. Humanity
is not divided into watertight compartments so that we
cannot go from one to another. They may occupy one
thousand rooms, but they are all related to one another.
I would not say, 'India should be all in all, let the whole
world perish/ That is not my message. India should be
all in all, consistently with the well-being of other nations
of the world. I can keep India intact and its freedom also
intact only if I have goodwill towards the whole of the
human family and not merely for the human family which
inhabits this little spot of the earth called India. It is big
enough compared to other smaller nations, rbut what is
India in the wide world or in the universe?
Let there be no mistake as to what I am about. I
want my individuality to remain unimpaired. If I lose it,
I would be of no service to India, much less to the British
people, s.till less to humanity. My individual liberty is
the same as the nation's, convertible with national liberty.
I do not claim any greater liberty for myself. Hence my
liberty is equal to the liberty of all of you and no greater.
I feel that, if my liberty is at stake, yours is also at stake.
I claim the liberty of going through the streets of Bombay
and say that I shall have nothing to do with this war,
because I do not believe in this war and in this fratricide
that is going on in Europe. I admire the bravery. But
what is the use of this bravery? I deplore the fqolishness
and the crass ignorance. These people do not know what they
are fighting for. That is how I look at this war that is going
on across the seas. I cannot possibly take part in it. Nor
do I want the Congress to do so.
The part that I would like to take is the part of peace-
maker. If the British people in their wisdom had recognized
the independence not of the Congress but of all India,
and if other parties in India had also co-operated with us,
we would have taken the honourable place of peacemakers

